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Southampton is the premier port amongst the 23 strong group owned by Associated British Ports, the
largest port operators in the United Kingdom. Although the hydrographic section in the port (which com-
prises the Hydrographer, two surveyors and a boat coxswain), was fully aware of the benefits of modern
technology, there had been a recent period of stagnation. However, ABP, the Port of Southampton and the
Harbour Master (to whom the Hydrographer is responsible) are all keen to embrace change and modern
technology. This paper does not provide answers on how GIS is used in the Hydrographic Section of a
modern port, rather it describes the practical problems of selecting a modern solution to the problems of
working with large quantities of spatial data in a real environment.

A brief history of surveying in the Port of

Southampton

Southampton began life as a railway port, and has passed
through various stages of Nationalisation and back to Pri-
vate ownership in the Associated British Ports Group.

The first “Hydrographical Surveyor” was a Com-

mander Rupert Jones who began his duties in the 1920’s.

Since then there has been a full time hydrographic service in

the port, which in the early days also provided survey capa-

bility for other Southern Railway ports as far afield as

Dover (using a specially constructed railway wagon to con-

vey the survey vessel to each port from the Southampton

base).

Like many other surveyors in all branches of the pro-

fession, we primarily produce data, rather than manipulate

data produced by others (eg the Ordnance Survey). How-

ever, unlike many other surveyors we are responsible for

the whole process from survey planning through to final

chart production and distribution.

Southampton was a pioneer in the development of

modern digital survey data collection, and chart production

methods. The original “HYDAP” (HYdrographic Data Ac-

quisition Program) required a boat full of large electronic

equipment and passed through many guises and genera-

tions of computers and data-loggers. In its final stages the

system was PC based, though used the DOS operating sys-

tem. It was highly specialised and perfectly suited to the

needs of Southampton. However with the retirement of the

previous Hydrographer (who developed the software al-

most single handed), we were left with no support or

options for further development. We are also experiencing a

huge proliferation in both types and sheer quantity of data

(the new generation of swathe sounding systems will only

add to this). Our latest survey system has therefore been

purchased commercially from a specialist hydrographic

software house, to take full advantage of Windows pro-

gramming, and modern computing power.

Fig 1. Typical Equipment arrangement on a survey vessel

During the 1980’s. From top: Echo-Sounder, Digitiser,

Electronic Navigation System, Data Logger

What does the Port Hydrographer Do?

This can broadly be summarised as follows :

· Gather data

· Process data

· Disseminate Information

· Store Information
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The types of data have traditionally been :

· Bathymetry (depths)

· Positions (coastlines & navigation aids)

· Tidal (levels and directions)

· Volumetric (dredge / siltation)

But to these can now be added data acquired from other

sources, for example Ordnance Survey digital mapping, ae-

rial photography, plans and surveys from other port

departments and third party surveys.

The bulk of our work however is concerned with find-

ing, processing and publishing the latest depths in the

channels and berths which make up the port. In relation to

the depths, the other background (predominantly land

based) data is fairly static.

The data is only useful once it reaches the hands of the

final user (The mariner in our case). Distribution of the data

is achieved both locally to the Ports Authorised Pilots who

bring large ships into port, and also internationally by mak-

ing the survey data available to the United Kingdom

Hydrographic Office for publication on their charts.

What form does this data take ?

Our data is mostly kept in the form of charts, which are used
to summarise and display the very extensive archive of indi-
vidual soundings. The soundings are stored in XYZ format
(eg Easting, Northing and Depth for every return acquired
by the echo-sounder). As we can record 20 depths per sec-
ond, the size of the resulting data files can be imagined.

However, we also have many other sources of data at

our disposal. These are often in the form of “lists” of data,

and include :

· Positions : buoys and beacons, survey points etc

· Dredge depths, quantities, dates

· Quay levels, lengths, facilities,

· Tidal levels and predictions.

· Ownership’s, permissions

We also have a considerable amount of Local Knowl-

edge in the department, which is not recorded on paper, but

should not be forgotten.

All the above data has many uses, but in addition to the

primary requirement of allowing safe navigation, it is used

for :

¤ Dredging

¤ Boundary Delineation

¤ Construction

¤ Information

What Used to Happen to The Data ?

All the above information was traditionally issued as paper
charts, and publications for use by the Mariner and port
management ashore.

The charts were all archived in drawers, and each piece

of information was carefully catalogued by hand in ledgers.

This was clearly labour intensive, and in addition requires a

considerable amount of space, a commodity which is

becoming very precious in a modern port.

Fig 2. Paper chart produced by the digital systems of the

early 1980’s.

What we do now

Today, at the beginning of the 21st century, all our data is
gathered and stored digitally. All charting is produced using
a PC based CAD system. Most Third party data is also
available digitally, including mapping and geo-referenced
photography.

Our record keeping has migrated to a database system

for easy maintenance and querying. Physical archiving is

still maintained, but digital archiving is well established.

In short, all the elements of a modern digital system are

in place. Most data already resides on a computer, and a

modern network system gives easy access to it.

We are well aware of modern technologies, and of how

other people in similar fields are coping with their data stor-

age and presentation. We have therefore taken the logical

next step and bought a computer package to bring all these

elements together : a Geographical Information system

(GIS).

The Future

Our goal is now to move towards a fully functional GIS
within the Hydrographic Section at the Port of
Southampton. However, despite having established that our
work methods are ideally suited to a GIS, the decision to
purchase on was not without difficulties.

These have principally been concerned with :

· Choosing the Software

· Importing the data

· Training

· Time

· Hydrographic data and updates
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